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OntoSoft:  
Software Stewardship for the Geosciences 

EarthCube!ICER-1440323 
ICER-1343800 

! Recommender system 
! Interoperability 

Publication 

Community 

Learning 
! Structured metadata 
! Interactive advice 

! Best practices 
! Multimedia lessons 



The Geoscience Papers of  
the Future (GPF) Initiative 

1.  A Special Issue of  a journal in all geoscience areas 
that includes only geoscience papers of  the future 

 

2.  Training sessions for geoscientists to learn best 
practices in software and data sharing, provenance 
documentation, and scholarly publication 

Special Section: Geoscience Papers of the Future 

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org/gpf 
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Why Learn to Write a Scientific 
Paper of  the Future 

1.    Get credit for all your research products 

! Citations for software, data, samples, … 

2.    Increase citations of  your papers 

3.    Write impressive Data Management Plans 

4.    Extend your CV with data and software sections 

5.    Reproduce your work from years ago  

6.    Comply with new funder and journal requirements 



Training Goals 

What Training Covers What is Not Covered 

!  Best practices  
!  Many are still being 

developed by the community 

!  Major concepts and goals, 
regardless of  the platform, 
research area, or target journal 

!  Mindful of effort 
!  How to implement best 

practices with simplest 
approach 

! Metadata standards specific 
to particular research areas 

!  Improving software 
development skills 

! Details of  using code 
sharing sites 



Scientific Paper  
of  the Future Training 

Part I 

1.  Motivation and overview: 
open science, reproducible 
publications, and digital 
scholarship 

2.  Making data accessible 
3.  Making software accessible 
4.  Documenting software with 

metadata 
 

Part II 

5.  Documenting provenance 
and methods 

6.  Improving author citation 
profile and researcher impact 

7.  Summary of  author 
checklist 



The Scientific Paper 
of  the Future: 

Motivation and 
Overview 

OntoSoft Training 
 
Part 1 
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Modern Scientific Articles 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Data: 
Supplementary materials,  

pointers to data repositories 

Modern Published Articles 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Traditional Published Articles 



Scientists Are Changing 

Open publications 

Open data Open access 

Open source 



http://www.nature.com/nature/newspdf/metrics_survey.pdf  

Scientists  
Are Changing 



Scientists Are Changing 

[Holmberg et al 2014]  

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0106086 



Publishers Are Changing 
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1.  How was the sample size chosen to ensure adequate power 
to detect a pre-specified effect size?

  For animal studies, include a statement about sample size 
estimate even if no statistical methods were used.

2.  Describe inclusion/exclusion criteria if samples or animals were 
excluded from the analysis. Were the criteria pre-established? 

3.  If a method of randomization was used to determine how 
samples/animals were allocated to experimental groups and 
processed, describe it. 

  For animal studies, include a statement about randomization 
even if no randomization was used. 

4.  If the investigator was blinded to the group allocation during 
the experiment and/or when assessing the outcome, state 
the extent of blinding. 

   For animal studies, include a statement about blinding even 
if no blinding was done.

5. For every figure, are statistical tests justified as appropriate? 

  Do the data meet the assumptions of the tests (e.g., normal 
distribution)? 

  Is there an estimate of variation within each group of data? 
Is the variance similar between the groups that are being 
statistically compared? 

Reporting Checklist For Life Sciences Articles
This checklist is used to ensure good reporting standards and to improve the reproducibility of published results. For more information, 
please read Reporting Life Sciences Research. 

`  Figure legends
Each figure legend should contain, for each panel where they are relevant:

  the exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a number, not a range;
  a description of the sample collection allowing the reader to understand whether the samples represent technical or biological 

replicates (including how many animals, litters, cultures, etc.);
  a statement of how many times the experiment shown was replicated in the laboratory;
 definitions of statistical methods and measures: 

○   very common tests, such as t-test, simple χ2 tests, Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney tests, can be unambiguously identified by name only, 
but more complex techniques should be described in the methods section; 

○   are tests one-sided or two-sided?
○   are there adjustments for multiple comparisons?
○   statistical test results, e.g., P values;
○   definition of ‘center values’ as median or average; 
○   definition of error bars as s.d. or s.e.m.

Any descriptions too long for the figure legend should be included in the methods section. 

Please ensure that the answers to the following questions are reported in the manuscript itself. We encourage you to include a specific 
subsection in the methods section for statistics, reagents and animal models. Below, provide the page number(s) or figure legend(s) 
where the information can be located.

`  Statistics and general methods
Reported on page(s) or figure legend(s):

Corresponding Author Name:  ________________________________________

Manuscript Number:  ______________________________

(Continues on following page)



The Public is Changing 



Funders Are Changing 



Funders Are Changing 



Modern Scientific Articles 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Data: 
Supplementary materials,  

pointers to data repositories 

Modern Published Articles 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Traditional Published Articles 



Data Papers & Data Repositories 

!  Data paper !  Data published in a repository 



“Dark Data” 



Modern Scientific Articles 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Software: 
scripted codes + manual steps +  
documentation in notes/emails  

Data: 
Supplementary materials,  

pointers to data repositories 

Modern Published Articles 

NOT published,  
loosely recorded: 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Traditional Published Articles 



Reproducibility 

Financial 
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1.  How was the sample size chosen to ensure adequate power 
to detect a pre-specified effect size?

  For animal studies, include a statement about sample size 
estimate even if no statistical methods were used.

2.  Describe inclusion/exclusion criteria if samples or animals were 
excluded from the analysis. Were the criteria pre-established? 

3.  If a method of randomization was used to determine how 
samples/animals were allocated to experimental groups and 
processed, describe it. 

  For animal studies, include a statement about randomization 
even if no randomization was used. 

4.  If the investigator was blinded to the group allocation during 
the experiment and/or when assessing the outcome, state 
the extent of blinding. 

   For animal studies, include a statement about blinding even 
if no blinding was done.

5. For every figure, are statistical tests justified as appropriate? 

  Do the data meet the assumptions of the tests (e.g., normal 
distribution)? 

  Is there an estimate of variation within each group of data? 
Is the variance similar between the groups that are being 
statistically compared? 

Reporting Checklist For Life Sciences Articles
This checklist is used to ensure good reporting standards and to improve the reproducibility of published results. For more information, 
please read Reporting Life Sciences Research. 

`  Figure legends
Each figure legend should contain, for each panel where they are relevant:

  the exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a number, not a range;
  a description of the sample collection allowing the reader to understand whether the samples represent technical or biological 

replicates (including how many animals, litters, cultures, etc.);
  a statement of how many times the experiment shown was replicated in the laboratory;
 definitions of statistical methods and measures: 

○   very common tests, such as t-test, simple χ2 tests, Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney tests, can be unambiguously identified by name only, 
but more complex techniques should be described in the methods section; 

○   are tests one-sided or two-sided?
○   are there adjustments for multiple comparisons?
○   statistical test results, e.g., P values;
○   definition of ‘center values’ as median or average; 
○   definition of error bars as s.d. or s.e.m.

Any descriptions too long for the figure legend should be included in the methods section. 

Please ensure that the answers to the following questions are reported in the manuscript itself. We encourage you to include a specific 
subsection in the methods section for statistics, reagents and animal models. Below, provide the page number(s) or figure legend(s) 
where the information can be located.

`  Statistics and general methods
Reported on page(s) or figure legend(s):

Corresponding Author Name:  ________________________________________

Manuscript Number:  ______________________________

(Continues on following page)
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Retracted Scientific
Studies: A Growing List

By MICHAEL ROSTON MAY 28, 2015

The retraction by Science of a study of changing attitudes on gay marriage is the latest in a
growing number of prominent withdrawals of the results of studies from scientific literature.

Photo

Haruko Obokata, the lead scientist of a retracted stem cell study, at a news conference last year. Credit Kimimasa Mayama/European Pressphoto Agency
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The retraction by Science of a study of changing attitudes about gay marriage is
the latest prominent withdrawal of research results from scientific literature.
And it very likely won't be the last. A 2011 study in Nature found a 10-fold
increase in retraction notices during the preceding decade.

Many retractions barely register outside of the scientific field. But in some
instances, the studies that were clawed back made major waves in societal
discussions of the issues they dealt with. This list recounts some prominent
retractions that have occurred since 1980.

Photo

In 1998, The Lancet, a British medical journal,
published a study by Dr. Andrew Wakefield
that suggested that autism in children was
caused by the combined vaccine for measles,
mumps and rubella. In 2010, The Lancet
retracted the study following a review of Dr.
Wakefield's scientific methods and financial
conflicts.

Despite challenges to the study, Dr.
Wakefield's research had a strong effect on
many parents. Vaccination rates tumbled in
Britain, and measles cases grew. American
antivaccine groups also seized on the research. The United States had more
cases of measles in the first month of 2015
than the number that is typically diagnosed in a full year.

Vaccines and
Autism

Papers published by Japanese researchers in Nature in 2014 claimed to provide
an easy method to create multipurpose stem cells, with eventual implications
for the treatment of diseases and injuries. Months later, the authors, including
Haruko Obokata, issued a retraction. An investigation by one of Japan's most
prestigious scientific institutes, where much of the research occurred, found
that the author had manipulated some of the images published in the study.

Approximately one month after the retraction, one of Ms. Obokata's co-authors,
Yoshiki Sasai, was found hanging in a stairwell of his office. He had taken his
own life.

Stem Cell Production

Methodology 



Reproducible Publications 
and Executable Papers 

Data Replication and Reproducibility 



Reproducible Articles 

Provenance and Workflow:  
Workflow/scripts describing  

dataflow, codes, and parameters 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Reproducible Publications 

Data: 
Supplementary materials,  

pointers to data repositories 

Software: 
Data preparation,  

data analysis, and visualization 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Software: 
scripted codes + manual steps +  
documentation in notes/emails  

Data: 
Supplementary materials,  

pointers to data repositories 

Modern Published Articles 

NOT published,  
loosely recorded: 



Provenance and methods:  
Workflow/scripts describing  

dataflow, codes, and parameters 

Text: 
Narrative of  method, 

the data is in tables, figures/plots, 
the software used is mentioned 

Reproducible Publications 

Data: 
Supplementary materials,  

pointers to data repositories 

Software: 
Data preparation,  

data analysis, and visualization 

Beyond Reproducible 
Publications 

Is this sufficient? 

The Scientific Paper 
of  the Future has 

further requirements 



Citations: Getting Credit 



Citations: Getting Credit 



Licenses for Data and Software: 
Encouraging Safe Reuse 



Discoverability through Shared 
Repositories and Metadata for 

Data and Software 



Digital'Scholarship'

Provenance'and'methods:''
Work%low/scripts.specifying.

data%low,.codes,..
con%iguration.%iles,..

parameter.settings,.and..
runtime.dependencies.

Data:'
Include.data.as..

supplementary.materials.
and.pointers.to..
data.repositories.

Software:'
For.data.preparation,.data.
analysis,.and.visualization.

Open'Science'

Open'licenses:'
Open.source.licenses.for...

data.and.software..
(and.provenance/work%low).

Persistent'identi9iers:'
For.data,.software,.and.authors.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Sharing:'
Deposit.data.and.software..
.(and.provenance/work%low)..
in.publicly.shared.repositories.

Metadata:''
Structured.descriptions.of.the..

characteristics.of.data.and.software.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Citations:'
Citations.for.data.and.software.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Reproducible'Publication'

Text:'
Narrative.of.the.method,.
some.data.is.in.tables,.
.%igures/plots,.and.the..

software.used.is.mentioned.

Modern'Paper'

Geoscience'Paper'of'the'Future'Scientific Paper of the Future  



What is a  
Scientific Paper of  the Future 

!  Data: Available in a public repository, including 
documentation (metadata), a clear license specifying 
conditions of use, and citable using a unique and persistent 
identifier. 

!  Software: Available in a public repository, with documentation 
(metadata), a license for reuse, and citable using a unique 
persistent identifier.  
!  Not only major software used, but also other ancillary software for 

data reformatting, data conversions, data filtering, and data 
visualization. 

!  Provenance: Documented for all results by explicitly 
describing the series of computations and their outcome with a 
provenance record of the execution traces and a workflow 
sketch (or formal workflow) 
!  Possibly in a shared repository and with a unique and persistent 

identifier.  



Making Data  
Accessible 

"To deposit or not to deposit, that is the question - journal.pbio.1001779.g001" by Roche DG, Lanfear R, Binning SA, Haff  TM, Schwanz LE, et al. (2014) - Roche DG, Lanfear R, 
Binning SA, Haff  TM, Schwanz LE, et al. (2014) Troubleshooting Public Data Archiving: Suggestions to Increase Participation. PLoS Biol 12(1): e1001779. doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.
1001779. Licensed under CC BY 4.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:To_deposit_or_not_to_deposit,_that_is_the_question_-_journal.pbio.
1001779.g001.png#mediaviewer/File:To_deposit_or_not_to_deposit,_that_is_the_question_-_journal.pbio.1001779.g001.png 

OntoSoft Training 
 
Part 2 
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Problems with Current Practice 

!  Data is often not made 
available in publications 
!  Limited reproducibility 

!  Data made available through 
investigator’s URL 
!  URL does not resolve (i.e., 

‘’rotten’’) 

We analyze a vast collection of articles from three corpora that span 
publication years 1997 to 2012. For over one million references to 
web resources extracted from over 3.5 million articles, we observe 
that the fraction of articles containing references to web resources is 
growing steadily over time. We find one out of five STM articles 
suffering from reference rot, meaning it is impossible to revisit the 
web context that surrounds them some time after their publication. 
When only considering STM articles that contain references to web 
resources, this fraction increases to seven out of ten.  



Better Approaches 

!  Data paper !  Data published in a repository 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Understand best 
practices 

2.  Understand how to 
implement those best 
practices 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Making Data Accessible:  
Overview of  Best Practices 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 



Best Practices (1 of  5) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 



Popular Data Repositories 

Not Curated Curated     . 

"Pangaea logo hg" by Hannes Grobe/AWI - Own work. Licensed under CC BY 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pangaea_logo_hg.png#mediaviewer/File:Pangaea_logo_hg.png 
 
http://www.arqhys.com/articulos/ingeniero-inspector.html 



Directories of  
Research Data 
Repositories 

•  http://www.re3data.org 
•  http://databib.org/

index_subjects.php 
•  http://oad.simmons.edu/

oadwiki/Data_repositories 
•  http://www.force11.org 
•  http://www.nature.com/

sdata/data-policies/
repositories 

http://www.thestaffingstream.com/2012/08/06/the-buzz-about-talent-communities/ 



International Geo Sample Number: 
IGSN 

!  Globally unique and persistent 
identifier for physical samples in 
the Earth Sciences  

!  Obtain IGSNs for your samples 
!  Best upon collection or as soon as 

you are back online! 

!  Go to http://www.geosamples.org/  
or contact info@geosamples.org 

!  Record and register quality 
metadata for your samples 
!  At a minimum: Location, 

Lithology, Contact, access 
restrictions 

!  Use IGSNs in your publications: 
text, data tables,… 

Credit: Kerstin Lehnert, LDEO, Columbia U. 



Best Practices (2 of  5) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 



Minimal Metadata 

General 

!  Dataset name/title 

!  Description 

!  Creator(s) 

!  Publication date 

!  License 

!  Publisher/contact 

!  Version 

!  Resource type 

!  Location of  the data 

Typical of  digital libraries, 
eg the Dublin Core standard  
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/) 



Minimal Metadata 

General 

!  Dataset name/title 

!  Description 

!  Creator(s) 

!  Publication date 

!  License 

!  Publisher/contact 

!  Version 

!  Resource type 

!  Location of  the data 



Recommended: CC-BY and CC0 

Choose a License 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ 

“No rights reserved” 



Domain-Specific Metadata 
Standards 

! A data repository in 
a given discipline 
may request 
metadata using 
accepted standards  

ISO 19115



Best Practices (3 of  5) 

3 

4 

5 

2 

1 



Domain-Specific Metadata 

General 

!  Dataset name/title 

!  Description 

!  Creator(s) 

!  Publication date 

!  License 

!  Publisher/contact 

!  Version 

!  Resource type 

!  Location of  the data 

Domain Specific 

!  Collection information 

!  Pre-processing 

!  Dataset characteristics 

Domain data repositories use 
metadata standards for that 
domain and guide you to 
provide the information 
needed 



Manual Accessibility 

SEARCHING AND BROWSING 
METADATA 

!  http://figshare.com/articles/
Highly_connected_drug_file/776887 

DATA 

!  http://files.figshare.com/1175525/
highlConnectedDrugs.txt 



Machine Accessibility: 
Metadata is a Necessity! 

https://www.cuahsi.org/Standards 

Data model specifies how  
to query the data available 



Best Practices (4 of  5) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 



Main Types of  
Unique 
Identifiers 

1.  Uniform Resource Locator 
(URL) 

2.  Persistent URL (PURL) 

3.  Digital Object Identifier 

"Fingerprint detail on male finger" by Frettie - Own work. Licensed under CC BY 3.0 via 
Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Fingerprint_detail_on_male_finger.jpg#mediaviewer/
File:Fingerprint_detail_on_male_finger.jpg 



URL/URI 

•  Minimal effort to create 

•  No guarantee of  persistence 
•  i.e., almost guaranteed it will not 

have persistence 

•  e.g., http://
www.greatuniversity.edu/
gradstudents/joesmith/
awesomedata/ 

"Internet1" by Rock1997 - Own work. Licensed under GFDL via Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Internet1.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Internet1.jpg 

Do not use in papers!! 



Persistent URL 
(PURL) 

•  The same PURL can be resolved to 
different Web address over time 

•  Go to https://w3id.org (run by W3C), 
or other PURL services 

•  Create a PURL, and direct it to where 
you actually have the data today eg: 
http://www.wisc.edu/
myadvisorsgroup/awesomedata.html 

•  Always refer to your data with the same 
PURL: http://w3id.org/mydataandme/
awesomedata.html 

•  Tomorrow you have graduated and 
tell w3id.org to resolve your PURL 
to: http://www.stanford.edu/
myowngroup/awesomedata.html 

•  It is easy to create your own PURLs, 
just remember to update whenever you 
move the data 

"Internet1" by Rock1997 - Own work. Licensed under GFDL via Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Internet1.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Internet1.jpg 



DOIs can only be issued by a DOI 
authority (eg a journal publisher) 
that guarantees to always resolve it 

Digital Object Identifier (DOI) 

Data repositories can 
issue DOIs for data 

DOIs are free 



Best Practices (5 of  5) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 



Data Citation Format 

Time%of%%
retrieval%

Authors%
Date%of%%
publica5on% Persistent%

unique%iden5fier%

Repository%Name%

Data repositories and 
journals often specify 
how to cite data 



Versatility of  Data Repositories 



What if… 

!  … there are several datasets in several 
files? 
!  Create a DOI for each file and a DOI 

for the whole set 

!  … the data is from a public repository? 

!  Publish the query, create a DOI + 
metadata for it, mention the original 
source in the metadata, point to the 
original data source 

!  … the data is from a colleague? 

!  Get permission in advance and make 
an agreement, then do as with the 
data from a public repository 

!  … the data comes from many 
sources? 
!  Credit each source, create URIs as 

needed 
!  Can create a table with 

“microattributions” that 
summarize each data source 

!  … the data comes from a database? 
!  Create a file (or files) from it 

!  … the data has many versions? 

!  Create a DOI either for each slice 
or for each snapshot 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Understand what those 
best practices mean 

2.  Understand how to 
implement those best 
practices 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Making Data Accessible: 
Simplest Approach 
1.   Create a public entry for your 

dataset with a persistent unique 
identifier  

•  Go to a domain repository (use 
a general repository, e.g.., 
zenodo.org, if  you cannot find 
one), create an account 

•  Create an entry for your dataset 

2.   Specify the metadata  

•  Including license -- choose from 
http://
www.creativecommons.org/
licenses 

3.   Upload/point to the data 

Voilà!  The repository will give you a 
data citation 

 



Making Data Accessible: 

Ideal  
Approach 
1.  Find a repository that your 

community uses, if  there is not 
one then organize one! 

2.   Create a public entry for your 
dataset with a persistent unique 
identifier  
•  Create an entry for your 

dataset 
3.   Specify the metadata  

•  Including license -- choose 
from http://
www.creativecommons.org/
licenses 

4.   Upload/point to the data 
5.   Get a data citation from the 

repository 
 



Making Data Accessible: 
 

Cite the data in 
your paper 

! Citation goes in the 
References section 

! How to cite the data?  You 
choose: 

! With an in-text pointer as 
you would cite any other 
paper (recommended) 

! With an in-text pointer in 
a special “Data 
Resources” section 

! With an in-text pointer in 
the “Acknowledgments” 
section 

Initial 
raw 
data 

Intermediate 
data 

Final 
data 



Making Software 
Accessible 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/gemmerich/6365692623/in/photostream/ 

OntoSoft Training 
 
Part 3 
 
 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.15920 
 

ICER-1440323 
ICER-1343800 

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org 
 

 

CC-BY 
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The Value of  Software 



Software Papers and Software 
Repositories 

!  Some journal articles describe a 
piece of  software 

!  Some publications have “software 
papers” or “software metapapers”  



Why Is Scientific Software Not 
Shared?

!  “No one would use my code if I shared it” 
!  “My code is really bad” 
!  “My code is not ready to be shared” 
!  “Sharing my software will take a lot of time” 
!  “I won’t get anything out of sharing my software” 
!  “I’ve shared software before, bad things happened” 
!  “I work for the government” 
!  “I want to commercialize my software” 
!  “I don’t want anyone to commercialize my software” 
!  “I don’t know where to start!” 



Data Preparation Software 
Dominates but is Least Shared
!  �Scientists and engineers spend more than 60% of their time just 

preparing the data for model input or data-model 
comparison� (NASA A40) 

19 

Result Summary: Data Oriented Motifs 

IEEE eScience 2012. Chicago, USA 
 

•Over 60% of the motifs are data preparation motifs 
•Of the 4 subcategories, the most common across domains are output 
splitting, input augmentation, and reformatting steps. 
 

•Data  retrieval common in domains where curated databases exist 
 

•Data analysis is often the main functionality of the workflow 

Data organisation 

�Common Motifs in Scientific Workflows: An Empirical Analysis.��Garijo, D.; Alper, P.; 
Belhajjame, K.; Corcho, O.; Gil, Y.; and Goble, C. Future Generation Computer Systems, 2013.  



“Dark Software”

! Models that are not 
published 
! Eg from a PhD thesis 

! Data preparation 
software 

! Visualization software 

“Dark Software” is the counterpart of “Dark Data” [Heidorn 2008] 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Making software ready 
for publication 

2.  Understand best 
practices in software 
publication 

3.  Understand how to 
implement those best 
practices 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Some Notes on Making Software 
Ready for Publication 

�  Source code vs executable  

�  Making software run elsewhere 

�  Making software modular 

�  Making software configurable 

	  Making software report errors 


  Providing test data 

�  Code analysis 



Publishing Source Code vs 
Executable 

!  Source code 
!  Improve transparency  
!  Opportunity for others to extend the code 
!  Software repositories (e.g., GitHub, BitBucket) provide: 

!  Version control 
!  Community contributions: bugs, extensions, documentation… 

!  Executable 
!  Harder to maintain as you have to build for various systems 
!  Faster for people to use 

!  Important: document run-time dependencies 
!  libraries and other third-party software required both for building 

the software from source and for running the software 



Making Software Run Elsewhere 

! Portability: If  your software runs on machine A, 
will it run on machine B too? 
! List required dependencies (software and libraries that 

are needed to be installed on a machine to get your 
software to run) 

! No Hard-Coded machine specific details in the source 
code 
!  Machine specific details such as file location, server name, etc.. 

should either go in a configuration file, or be provided as a 
parameter to the software 



Making Software Modular 

! Split code into multiple parts, 
where each part can be 
invoked separately if  so 
desired 

! Provides finer grained 
functionality that someone 
might want to re-use 



Making Software Configurable 

! Expose important parameters in the software in the 
form of  configuration files or parameter values 

! Helps to make your software more useful to 
people working in slightly different areas but 
with similar problem scenarios 



Making Software Report Errors 

! Instead of  having the code fail silently if  something 
goes wrong: 

! Show an expressive error for users. 
! Return a failure exit code for catching failures from 

software 



Providing Test Data 

! Provide test input data, and test results, and 
instructions on how to run the tests 

! Share real input data if  possible, and explain data 
formats 

! Provide information about how to create (or where 
to get) new input data, and what to do with the 
result data 



Code Analysis 

! Automated tools are available for many languages 
! Code profilers 

! Code analyzers 

! “Code review” sessions among colleagues to critique 
each other’s code  



Best Practices 

1.  Accessible from a 
public location 

2.  License 

3.  Citation 



Making Software Accessible from 
a Public Location 

Options: 
!  Publish in your web site   

!  Very easy and simple 

!  Get a PURL for the version you use in the paper 

!  Use a data repository (eg zenodo), treating code like 
data 

!  Very easy and simple 

!  It allows you to get a DOI 

!  Use a code repository (eg GitHub, BitBucket) 

!  Beneficial if  you have other users or want to track 
new versions 

!  Some will give you a DOI (eg GitHub) 

!  Create a formal community project (eg in Apache) 

!  Very involved, but very beneficial if  you have 
many users 



Publishing Software in a Code 
Repository 



Publishing Software through a Software 
Foundation 

!  Oversight of  software projects 

!  Characterized by a collaborative, consensus-based development 
process and an open and pragmatic software license. 

!  Apache Software Foundation:  
!  https://www.apache.org/foundation/how-it-works.html#structure 



Choosing an Open Source 
License 

!  Copyright: automatically applied to software when it is created to 
grant the creator exclusive rights as an intellectual property  

!  Open source license: reduce constraints and enable software 
developers to make their source code available to public 
1.  “Copyleft” license (ex: GNU General Public License (GPL)) 

2.  “Permissive” license (ex: Apache 2 or MIT licenses) 

!  Open Source Initiative  
!  Choose a license from: http://opensource.org/licenses 

!  Recommend that you choose a permissive license 
!  Apache v2 



Software Citation 

!  Use a persistent unique identifier (PURL or DOI) 
!  Analogous to identifiers for data 

!  Software sharing repositories are beginning to offer the ability to 
assign DOIs 



Software Citation Format 

!  Similar to data citation format, but includes software version 

Garijo, Daniel;Xie, Lei; Zhang, Yinliang; Gil, Yolanda; 
Xie, Li (2013) Tool for computing anomalies, GitHub.  V.1  
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18765 
Retrieved 11:05, Feb, 15, 2015 (GMT) 
 

Time%of%%
retrieval%

Authors%

Date%of%%
publica5on%

Persistent%
unique%iden5fier%

Version(

Repository%Name%



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Making software ready 
for publication 

2.  Understand best 
practices in software 
publication 

3.  Understand how to 
implement those best 
practices 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Making Software Accessible: 

Simplest 
Approach 

1.  Create a public entry for your 
software with a persistent unique 
identifier  
•  Upload to a data repository 

(e.g., Zenodo) as you would 
data, and get a DOI 
•  Or post on your web site 

and use a PURL 

2.  Specify basic metadata  

•  Including license -- choose 
from http://opensource.org/
licenses, preferably Apache 
v2.0 

3.  Specify desired citation 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Source_code_in_Javascript.png 



Making Software Accessible: 

Ideal Approach 

1.  Learn to use a code repository 
that allows version tracking and 
collaborative software 
development 

•  GitHub, BitBucket, etc. 
2.  Create a public entry for your 

software with a persistent 
unique identifier  

3.  Specify the metadata  
•  Including license -- choose 

from http://
opensource.org/licenses, 
preferably Apache v2.0 

4.  Specify desired citation 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Source_code_in_Javascript.png 



Making Software 
Accessible: 

 
Cite the 
software in 
your paper 

Analogous to citing data: 

! Citation goes in the 
References section 

! How to cite the software?  
You choose: 

! With an in-text pointer as 
you would cite any other 
paper (recommended) 

! With an in-text pointer in 
a special “Data 
Resources” (or “Software 
Resources”) section 

! With an in-text pointer in 
the “Acknowledgments” 
section 



Scientific Paper  
of  the Future Training 

Part I 

1.  Motivation and overview: 
open science, reproducible 
publications, and digital 
scholarship 

2.  Making data accessible 
3.  Making software accessible 
4.  Documenting software with 

metadata 
 

Part II 

5.  Documenting provenance 
and methods 

6.  Improving author citation 
profile and researcher impact 

7.  Summary of  author 
checklist 



Documenting Software 
through Metadata 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/gemmerich/6365692623/in/photostream 

OntoSoft Training 
 
Part 4 
 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.15920 

ICER-1440323 
ICER-1343800 

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org 
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Software 
Repositories 

So you have published 
your software in a 
repository… 
 
Is that sufficient for 
others to reuse it? 



Software Repository vs Software 
Registry 

!  Software repository 

!  Code resides there 

!  Support software evolution 

!  Support groups of  
developers of  open source 
software 

!  Software registry 

!  Capture metadata 

!  Useful structured 
information about the 
code 

CRAN 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Understand what 
metadata needs to be 
documented about 
software to promote 
reuse 

2.  Understand how to use a 
software registry to 
specify that metadata 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Software 
Metadata 

!  Describe characteristics of  the 
software that others can 
understand, discover (find), 
and compare software 

!  Six major categories of  
software metadata 
!  Developed as part of  the 

OntoSoft project 
!  http://www.ontosoft.org/software   



OntoSoft Metadata Categories
 

http://www.ontosoft.org/software



Software entries 
from distributed 
repositories are 
readily accessible 

Semantic  
search 

Comparison matrix 
of software entries 

PIHM PIHMgis DrEICH TauDEM WBMsed S 
O nto$

o%$

Metadata 
completion 
highlighted 

Software is  
contrasted 
by property 



Finding Software 

!  Any kind of  software metadata 
can be useful to find software 
!  “I want R code…” 
!  “I want to see software by 

John Smith…” 
!  “I want software that is well 

supported…” 
!  “I want software that simulates 

water runoff…” 
!  “I want software that uses 

elevation data…” 



What if… 

!  … there are many versions of the 
software? 

!  Give unique identifiers to the 
most significant versions that 
you want to release 

!  Relate those versions to one 
another 

!  … the software is already in a 
public repository? 

!  Create a proper documentation 
and description of  the software  

!  … the software is relatively small? 

!  If  you think it may be useful to 
someone (think of  people who 
do not program!), then release it  

!  … the software is a large package 
with many functions? 

!  Consider releasing the large 
package as a whole for those 
who want all the functionality 

!  Consider also releasing pieces of  
it with limited functionality that 
may have a broader audience 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Understand what needs 
to be documented 
about software to 
promote reuse 

2.  Understand how to use 
a software registry to 
specify that metadata 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Describing Software in a Repository 



Describing Software with OntoSoft

Automatic crawlers 
import metadata from 
code repositories (eg 
GitHub) 

Questions for 6 top 
categories, some 
“important” and 
some “optional” 

http://www.ontosoft.org/portal 



Finding Software with OntoSoft 

Currently >600 entries, many 
imported from CSDMS, C4P, … 

http://www.ontosoft.org/portal 



Comparing Alternatives with OntoSoft

PIHM PIHMgis DrEICH TauDEM WBMsed 

Select software and features, 
get a comparison table 



Publishing Software Metadata 
with OntoSoft 

Publish metadata as HTML 
from OntoSoft and add pointer 
from software repository 

http://www.ontosoft.org/portal 



Documenting Software 
through Metadata: 

Simplest 
Approach 

1.  Describe as much metadata 
as you can in your software 
site 
1.  Document the basic 

metadata discussed earlier 

2.  If  you use a code 
repository, there is some 
basic structure you can 
follow 

  



Ideal Approach 
1.  Use a software registry 

•  http://www/ontosoft.org/
portal, csdms.colorado.edu, etc. 

•  Guides through questions to 
provide metadata 

2.  Save the metadata as HTML, 
XML,… 

3.  Post the metadata on your code 
site 

 



Documenting 
Provenance 
and 
Methods 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certificate_of_origin#mediaviewer/File:Coal_from_the_Titanic.jpg 
 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_seal_of_National_Taiwan_University.png 
 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/alterschwede08/3203630740/ (CC BY-ND 2.0) 

OntoSoft Training 
 
Part 5 
 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.15920 
 

ICER-1440323 
ICER-1343800 

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org 
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Methods Described in Text Are 
Incomplete 

!  Analysis of 18 quantitative papers published in Nature Genetics 
in the past two years found that reproducibility was not 
achievable even in principle in 10 cases, even when datasets are 
published [Ioannidis et al 09] 

!  �Data processing, however, is often not described well enough to 
allow for exact reproduction of the results, leading to exercises in 
�forensic bioinformatics� where aspects of raw data and 
reported results are used to infer what methods must have been 
employed.� [Baggerly and Coombes 09] 



Methods Described in Text Are 
Ambiguous 

!  “Ambiguity in program descriptions leads to the possibility, 
if not the certainty, that a given natural language 
description can be converted into computer code in various 
ways, each of which may lead to different numerical 
outcomes.” [Ince et al 2012] 

!  “Ambiguity can occur at the lexical, syntactic or semantic 
level and is not necessarily the result of incompetence or 
bad practice. It is a natural consequence of using natural 
language and is unavoidable. ” [Ince et al 2012] 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Understand what are 
methods and provenance 
is in a scientific article 

2.  Understand how to 
document methods and 
provenance properly in 
an article 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Workflows as Representations of  
Computational Methods 

! Computational workflow 
! Eg, water metabolism 

! Workflows can include 
manual steps 
! Eg, creating a figure, 

cleaning data 

! Workflows may access web 
services 
! Eg, access databases in 

biology 



Describing a Method at Different 
Levels of  Abstraction 

Reaeration Churchill R code 

METHODS ALGORITHMS IMPLEMENTATIONS 



What the Paper Says Versus 
What the Actual Software Does  

(from [Garijo et al 2013])



Developing Workflows: 
How to Sketch a Workflow 

1.  Compile the command line 
invocation to all your codes 

!  Input data, parameters, 
configuration files 

!  Include data preparation codes 

2.  Consider how the data flows from 
code to code 

3.  Starting with the input data, work 
your way to the results 

4.  If  any steps were done with manual 
intervention, indicate that 

5.  Create subworkflows if  it gets large 



From a Workflow Sketch to a 
Formal Workflow 



Workflow Systems 

!  Capture method as a workflow 

!  Workflow can be easily shared 
and reused 

!  Other benefits 

!  Workflow validation 

!  Scalable computations 

!  Comprehensive software 
libraries 

!  Many workflow systems 

!  Each has different capabilities 



Electronic Notebooks 

http://ipython.org/notebook.html 



What is 
Provenance 

Provenance covers: 
1.  Processes 

2.  Documents 
(“resources”) 

3.  Entities 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certificate_of_origin#mediaviewer/File:Coal_from_the_Titanic.jpg 
 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_seal_of_National_Taiwan_University.png 
 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/alterschwede08/3203630740/ (CC BY-ND 2.0) 



A Working Definition of  
Provenance 

!  Provenance can be seen as metadata, but not all metadata is provenance 

Provenance of  a resource is a record that describes entities and 
processes involved in producing and delivering or otherwise 
influencing that resource. 
  
 

Provenance provides a critical foundation for assessing 
authenticity, enabling trust, and allowing reproducibility.  

http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/wiki/What_Is_Provenance 

!  Provenance results from past actions 



1) Provenance as Process 
(Computing steps, actions, etc) 



2) Provenance as Resources 
(Documents, Data, etc) 



3) Provenance as Entities 
(People, institutions, etc) 

Ex: NY Times article from REUTERS  
reporting �At a press conference last  
Monday, Buckingham Palace was  
adamant that Prince Larry did not inhale.� 



A Well-Known 
Provenance 
Vocabulary:  
 
The Dublin Core 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dcq-rdf-xml/ 

From library sciences 
 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/ 

 



A Provenance Standard for the Web: 
W3C PROV 

http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-primer/ 



Representing Provenance with the 
W3C PROV Standard 

!

cdot:modeler rdf:is-a 
p-plan:activity 

cdot:classifier rdf:is-a 
p-plan:activity 

prov:used 

dom:model 

prov:generatedBy 

prov:used 

dom:trainingData 

dom:classification 

prov:generatedBy 

prov:used 

dom:testData 

prov:used 

dom:classIndex 

prov:used 

# Entities 
 
ex:testData1 a prov:Entity . 
 
ex:model1 a prov:Entity . 
 
ex:classification1 a prov:Entity . 
 
# Activities 
 
ex:Classifier1 a prov:Activity . 
 
# Usage and Generation 
relations between entities 
and activities 
 
ex:Classifier1  
     prov:used ex:testData1 ; 
     prov:used ex:model1 . 
 
ex:classification1      
     prov:wasGeneratedBy  
             ex:Classifier1 . 



Describing Execution (Provenance) vs 
General Method (Workflow) 



Publishing Provenance and 
Workflows 

! Hard to deposit workflows or 
provenance in a repository 
!  Not many repositories available 

!  Not many communities sharing 
repositories 

!  This will change in the near future 

!  Publish workflow and/or 
provenance in a data repository, get 
a persistent identifier, and cite 



Example: Text and Provenance 

[…] We took a quartzite sample (IGSN: GMY00007W) 
from the Stack of  Glencoul in the Moine thrust, 
and cut 3 thin sections.  We measured c-axis 
orientations (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.786887) using a 
petrographic microscope.  We rotated to a common 
reference frame (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887) 
using Duyster’s StereoNett program (doi:10.5281/
zenodo.18954).  We plotted the data on lower 
hemisphere, equal area projections (doi:10.6084/
m9.figshare.798887) using Duyster’s StereoNett 
program (doi:10.5281/zenodo.18966), shown in 
Figure 4.  The provenance is shown in Fig 5.  […] 

Understanding kinematic data from  
the Moine thrust zone (doi:10.1016/j.ess.2009.08.012)  
  

Jade Silverstein (orcid.org/0000-0001-8455-8431)  

Quartzite sample 
IGSN: GMY00007W 

Petrographic microscope  
measurements 

C-axis orientations 

StereoNett Rotation 
doi:10.5281/zenodo.18954 

Common reference frame 

doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.786887 

doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887 

StereoNett Plotting 
doi:10.5281/zenodo.18966 

Figure 4 plot 
doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887 



Goals of  this 
Section 

1.  Understand what are 
methods and provenance 
is in a scientific article 

2.  Understand how to 
document methods and 
provenance properly in 
an article 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vizzzual-dot-com/2655969483/ 



Documenting Provenance 
and Methods: 
 

Simplest 
Approach 

1.  Describe the workflow in 
text 
•  Data + software + workflow 

•  Specify unique identifiers for data 
and software, versions, credit all 
sources 

2.  Develop a workflow sketch 
•  Capture high-level dataflow 

across components 
3.  For provenance, include a 

summary or an execution trace 



Documenting Provenance 
and Methods: 

Ideal Approach 
1.  Describe the workflow in text 

•  Data + software + workflow 
•  Specify unique identifiers for data and 

software, versions, credit all sources 

2.  Develop a workflow sketch 
•  Capture high-level dataflow across 

components 

3.  Specify the formal workflow using a 
workflow system, electronic 
notebook, etc. 
•  Command lines + parameter values 
•  Dataflow across components 

4.  Include the provenance record 
•  If  generating it automatically, preferably 

using a standard (e.g., PROV) 

5.  Publish the workflow and provenance 
record in a publicly accessible 
repository (eg figshare, 
myExperiment, etc) 

6.  Get a unique persistent identifier for 
the workflow, the provenance, or both 



Documenting Provenance 

and Methods: 
 
How to show 
provenance 
and workflow 
in the article 

! Describe the workflow in 
text  

!  In the “Methods” section 

!  Include your workflow 
sketch  

!  As a figure in the article 

!  Include your provenance 
summary or trace 

!  If  available as formal 
workflow and provenance 
record, cite them in the 
paper (use a format 
analogous to data and 
software citation) 



 
The Scientific Paper of  

the Future: 
Improving Author Citation 

Profile and Researcher Impact 
Rainfall

Snow melt 

Snow fall 

Recharge

Groundwater discharge

Runoff

Transpiration

Canopy
Evap.

Soil Evap.
Unsaturated Zone

Saturated Zone

Part 6 
 
Author Carpentry Training 
 
Gail Clement 
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AAAI#$17#Tutorial#|#4#Feb#2017#|#San#Francisco#

Establishing+Your+ORCID+Profile+8
&+Researcher+Impact+8

Learn&to&Write&a&Scien-fic&Paper&of&the&Future:&&

Reproducible&Research,&Open&Science,&and&Digital&Scholarship&

Gail%Clement#

Head#of#Research#Services,#Caltech#Library#

hDp://orcid.org/0000$0001$5494$4806#

#gperetsm@caltech.edu#

 RETOOLING AUTHORSHIP,  
PUBLISHING, IMPACT & CREDIT 





Many+of+today’s+webCbased+Research+Information+Systems+8
rely+on+Your+works+++Your+bio+as+linked+data8

U.S.%Funding%Agencies%–%SciENcv'
Science'Experts'Network'Curriculum'Vitae'

hDps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sciencv/#

Scholarly%Sharing%repositories%
and%Researcher%Networking%Sites%

e.g.,%ImpactStory%
hDps://impactstory.org/#

Research%InsAtuAons%or%UniversiAes%
Researcher'Profile'Systems,'
e.g,%VIVO%%
hDp://vivoweb.org/#



#

#

#

CitaAon%%
Surrogate%of%the%work%

DOI%
Locator%of%the%work%

ORCiD%
Creator%of%work%

3+Open+Standards+
form+the+building+

blocks+of+today’s+web+
Research+Information+

Systems+(RIS)8



Learning%how%to%

leverage%%

these%3%open%

standards%%

has%a%YUGE%r.o.i.%!%%%

This+5Cstep+lesson+teaches+how+
to+apply+these+3+standards+to+
establish+&+maintain+your+
scholarly+identity+and+
reputation+with8

8
Efficiency+*+Trust+*+Openness+*+

Sustainability8



1.  Start#with#the#citaQon#to#a#work#you#have#created#and#link#it#to#a#

persistent#Web$resolvable#unique#idenQfier#(DOI)#

2.  Establish#your#unique#idenQty#and#authoritaQve#profile#with#a#

persistent#Web$resolvable#unique#idenQfier#(ORCiD)#

3.  Link#your#works#with#their#DOI’s#to#your#ORCiD#profile#–#manually#

4.  Link#your#works#with#their#DOI’s#to#your#ORCiD#profile#–#

automagically#

5.  Link#your#ORCiD#profile#with#a#scholarly#impact#service#to#

generate#metrics#of#use#and#aDenQon#



Represent#your#work#as#an#open%citaAon%with##

a#digital%object%idenAfier%(DOI)%so#it#is#machine#

readable#and#acQonable#



scholarly#citaQon#data#which#

provides#$$##in#an#openly#

licensed,#structured#format#

$$#accurate#citaQon#

informaQon#(bibliographic#

references)#harvested#from#

the#scholarly#literature#

Adapted#from#the#Open#CitaQons#Project#

hDp://opencitaQons.net/#

@arQcle{Clement_2011,#

Qtle={Copyright#and#PublicaQon#

Status#of#Pre$1978#DissertaQons:#

A#Content#Analysis#Approach},#

volume={11},#ISSN={1530$7131},#

url={hDp://dx.doi.org/10.1353/

pla.2011.0031},#DOI={10.1353/

pla.2011.0031},#number={3},#

journal={portal:#Libraries#and#the#

Academy},#publisher={Johns#

Hopkins#University#

#Press},#author={Clement,#Gail#

and#Levine,#Melissa},#

year={2011},#pages={813–829}}#



hDps://doi.org/10.1353/pla.2011.0031##

A#DOI#string#will#always#resolve#to#a#web#page#containing#informaQon#about#the#work##

Code#‘10’#assigned#

to#all#DOIs#by#

InternaQonal#DOI#

FederaQon#

Prefix##assigned#to#

publisher#by#DOI#

RegistraQon#Agency#

Suffix#assigned#to#the#

work##by#its#Publisher#

10#DOI#RegistraQon#

Agencies#worldwide;#

CrossRef#used#for#

scholarly#pubs#



•  One#of#10#DOI#RegistraQon#Agencies#worldwide#

• Most#published#arQcles#and#proceedings#get#their#DOIs#from#CrossRef#

•  Conform#to#all#DOI#FederaQon#requirements#for#assigning#DOI’s#*plus*#

•  They#apply#addiQonal#requirements#for#metadata#deposit#and#types#of#

works#eligible#and#these#can#be#picky#

•  They#offer#free#services#to#find,#cite,#link#and#assess#scholarly#works#

hDps://www.crossref.org/#



$#curl#$LH#"Accept:#text/bibliography;#style=bibtex"#

hDps://doi.org/10.1353/pla.2011.0031#>#

clement2011.bib#



$#cat#clement2011.bib#

#

@arQcle{Clement_2011,#Qtle={Copyright#and#

PublicaQon#Status#of#Pre$1978#DissertaQons:#A#Content#

Analysis#Approach},#volume={11},#ISSN={1530$7131},#

url={hDp://dx.doi.org/10.1353/pla.2011.0031},#

DOI={10.1353/pla.2011.0031},#number={3},#

journal={portal:#Libraries#and#the#Academy},#

publisher={Johns#Hopkins#University#

#Press},#author={Clement,#Gail#and#Levine,#Melissa},#

year={2011},#pages={813–829}}#



Represent#your#idenQty#as#a#unique#number#using#ORCiD##

so#it#is#machine#readable#and#acQonable#



•  Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) is three things:  
(1) A membership organization; (2) a standard; (3) a profile system  

•  The non-profit, membership organization to solving the long-standing name 
ambiguity problem in scholarly communication  

•  The profile system maintains a central registry of unique identifiers for 
individual researchers  

•  The system supports an open, transparent linking mechanism between 
ORCID and other current author identifier schemes (ISO’s International 
Standard Name Identifier (ISNI);Thomson Reuter’s ResearcherID; 
Elsevier’s SCOPUS ID) 

 
•  The ORCID itself is a unique,16-digit identifier expressed a URL link. i.e. 

http://orcid.org/5412-3652-8965-8745  

•  The ORCID URL links to the owner's profile on the ORCID website. 

 #



ORCiD%==%Online%Research%Contributor%iD%==%

Global%standard%that%solves%Author%Name%Ambiguity%Problems%





More%and%More%Publishers%Requiring%ORCID%iDs%

American#Chemical#Society##

eLife#

PLOS#

The#Royal#Society#

American#Geophysical#Union#&#Wiley#generally#

EMBO#Press#

Hindawi#

IEEE#

Science#

INFORMS#

Faculty#of#1000#

Wellcome#Open#Research###

Rockefeller#University#Press###



Is%this%Author%geSng%credit%where%due?%

Is%this%Author%selfUciAng%her%own%work?%

Is%this%Author%accruing%accurate%citaAon%metrics?%

Is%this%Author%ediAng%or%reviewing%her%own%papers?%

Is%this%researcher%doubleUdipping%across%funding%agencies?%%

Author%Name%Ambiguity%Problems%



Point#your#browser#to#

hDps://orcid.org/#

#

Click#on#Register#now!#

to#sign#up#with#your#

email#

#

Check#your#email#and#

click#through#the#link#

provided#



Connect#your#citaQons#with#DOIs#to#your#ORCiD#works#



mypub.b
ib%

Connect#your#citaQons#with#DOIs#to#your#ORCiD#works,#manually#



Connect#your#citaQons#with#DOIs#to#your#ORCiD#works,#auto$magically#







Manage#duplicate#entries#in#your#ORCiD#works#



AlternaAve%Metrics:%Measures%of%aWe
nAon%and%usag

e%%

beyond%the%Im
pact%Factor%

Connect#your#citaQons,#DOI’s#and#ORCiD#profile##

to#a#scholarly#impact#service#to#generate#metrics#



•  A non-profit web service by and for researchers 

•  Provides alternative measures of attention and usage for scholarly works 

(“Altmetrics”) 

•  Awarded a $297,500 EAGER grant from the National Science Foundation 

to study how automatically-gathered impact metrics can improve the reuse 

of research software.  

•  Integrates with ORCiD for citation and author data  

•  Integrates with Elsevier/SCOPUS for citation data#
 #

hDps://www.impactstory.org/#



%

AlternaAve%Metrics%(Altmetrics):%%Measures%of%aWenAon%and%usage%for%scholarly%works%beyond%the%Impact%Factor%or%HUIndex%



Point#your#browser#to#

hDps://impactstory.org#

#

Click#Login#to#sign#up#with#

your#ORCiD#

#

Voila!#Watch#your#impact#

profile#auto$populate#thanks#

to#linkages#between#those#3#

standards#(citaQon,#DOI,#

ORCiD)#



VIVO#is#member$supported,#open#source#sovware#and#an#ontology#for#represenQng#scholarship.#|##vivoweb.org#

hDp://openvivo.org/vis/capabilitymap#ArQficial%20intelligence%7C30%7C1#

Explore#what#other#linkages#and#networks##

you#can#generate#with#your#3#linked#data#building#blocks#





VIVO#applies#the#Contributor#Role#taxonomy#

developed#through#Project#CRediT#



VIVO#applies#the#Contributor#Role#taxonomy#

developed#through#Project#CRediT#



Recommended+Resources+8
%

AuthorCarpentry%|%hWp
s://authorcarpentry.git

hub.io%

%
Contributor%Roles%Taxo

nomy%(Project%CRedIT)%|%hW
p://docs.casrai.org/CR

ediT%

%

CrossRef%DOI%RegistraA
on%Agency%|%hWps://co

rssref.org/%

%

CrossRef%API%DocumentaAon%|%hWps://githu
b.com/CrossRef/restUapiUdoc

/blob/master/rest_api.md%

%

DOI%FederaAon%|%hWps
://www.doi.org/%

%

ImpactStory%|%hWps://impactstory.org%

%
Laure%Haak’s%ORCiD%Blo

g%–%Publishers%StarAng%
to%Require%ORCiDs,%Jan

%7,%2016%

hWps://orcid.org/blog/
2016/01/07/publishers

UstartUrequiringUorcidUid
s%

%

Open%CitaAons%Project,
%hWp://opencitaAons.n

et/%

%
SciENcv,%NaAonal%Libra

ry%of%Medicine,%hWps://www.n
cbi.nlm.nih.gov/sciencv/%

%

SciENcv:%IntegraAng%wi
th%ORCID%(video%demo)%hWps://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=G_cKSRr7TJ4
&feature=youtu.be%

%

“ScienAsts%Your%Number%is%up”.%Nature'News'485(74
00)%May%30%2012%

hWp://www.nature.co
m/news/scienAstsUyourU

numberUisUupU1.10740%

%

VIVO%Scholarly%Networ
king%System%|%hWp://vivoweb.org/

%

#

#
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What is a  
Scientific Paper of  the Future 

!  Data: Available in a public repository, including 
documentation (metadata), a clear license specifying 
conditions of use, and citable using a unique and persistent 
identifier. 

!  Software: Available in a public repository, with documentation 
(metadata), a license for reuse, and citable using a unique 
persistent identifier.  
!  Not only major software used, but also other ancillary software for 

data reformatting, data conversions, data filtering, and data 
visualization. 

!  Provenance: Documented for all results by explicitly 
describing the series of computations and their outcome with a 
provenance record of the execution traces and a workflow 
sketch (or formal workflow) 
!  Possibly in a shared repository and with a unique and persistent 

identifier.  



Digital'Scholarship'

Provenance'and'methods:''
Work%low/scripts.specifying.

data%low,.codes,..
con%iguration.%iles,..

parameter.settings,.and..
runtime.dependencies.

Data:'
Include.data.as..

supplementary.materials.
and.pointers.to..
data.repositories.

Software:'
For.data.preparation,.data.
analysis,.and.visualization.

Open'Science'

Open'licenses:'
Open.source.licenses.for...

data.and.software..
(and.provenance/work%low).

Persistent'identi9iers:'
For.data,.software,.and.authors.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Sharing:'
Deposit.data.and.software..
.(and.provenance/work%low)..
in.publicly.shared.repositories.

Metadata:''
Structured.descriptions.of.the..

characteristics.of.data.and.software.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Citations:'
Citations.for.data.and.software.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Reproducible'Publication'

Text:'
Narrative.of.the.method,.
some.data.is.in.tables,.
.%igures/plots,.and.the..

software.used.is.mentioned.

Modern'Paper'

Geoscience'Paper'of'the'Future'Scientific Paper of the Future  



Review of  Best Practices:  
Author Checklist 



Simplest Approach 
1.   Create a public entry for your 

dataset with a persistent unique 
identifier  

•  Go to a domain repository (use 
a general repository, e.g.., 
zenodo.org, if  you cannot find 
one), create an account 

•  Create an entry for your dataset 

2.   Specify the metadata  

•  Including license -- choose from 
http://
www.creativecommons.org/
licenses 

3.   Upload/point to the data 

Voilà!  The repository will give you a 
data citation 

 



Ideal Approach 
1.  Find a repository that your 

community uses, if  there is not one 
then organize one! 

2.  Create a public entry for your 
dataset with a persistent unique 
identifier  
•  Create an entry for your 

dataset 
3.  Specify the metadata required by 

that repository using metadata 
standards for that community 
•  Including license -- choose 

from http://
www.creativecommons.org/
licenses 

4.  Upload/point to the data 
5.  Get a data citation from the 

repository 



What to Show 
in the Paper 

! Cite each of  your datasets like 
you would cite another paper 

! Citation includes publication 
date, date of  retrieval, 
repository, and persistent 
identifier 

!  If  there is a data paper, cite it 

Time%of%%
retrieval%

Authors%
Date%of%%
publica5on% Permanent%%

unique%iden5fier%

Repository%Name%

Data Citation Format 



! Datasets should have 
general-purpose metadata 
specified (creator, date, 
name, etc.) 

!  Dataset characteristics should 
be explained in detail 

!  Domain-specific metadata 
should be documented 

!  Availability of  related datasets 
should be documented 

Simplest Approach 

Ideal Approach ISO 19115



What to Show 
in the Paper ! Mention that the persistent 

identifier for your data has 
pointers to its metadata and 
includes a detailed 
description of  the data 

! Optionally, include the 
metadata also as 
supplemental material 

!  If  there is a data paper, cite it 



Simplest Approach 

1.  Create a public entry for your 
software with a persistent unique 
identifier  
•  Upload to a data repository 

(e.g., Zenodo) as you would 
data, and get a DOI 
•  Or post on your web site 

and use a PURL 

2.  Specify basic metadata  

•  Including license -- choose 
from http://opensource.org/
licenses, preferably Apache 
v2.0 

3.  Specify desired citation 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Source_code_in_Javascript.png 



Ideal Approach 
1.  Learn to use a code repository 

that allows version tracking and 
collaborative software 
development 

•  GitHub, BitBucket, etc. 
2.  Create a public entry for your 

software with a persistent 
unique identifier  

3.  Specify the metadata  
•  Including license -- choose 

from http://
opensource.org/licenses, 
preferably Apache v2.0 

4.  Specify desired citation 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Source_code_in_Javascript.png 



What to Show 
in the Paper 

! Cite each piece of  software that 
you use (preparation, analysis, 
visualization) like you would cite 
another paper 

!  Citation similar to data but 
includes software version 

!  If  there is a software paper, cite it 

Garijo, Daniel;Xie, Lei; Zhang, Yinliang; Gil, Yolanda; 
Xie, Li (2013) Tool for computing anomalies, GitHub.  V.1  
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18765 
Retrieved 11:05, Feb, 15, 2015 (GMT) 
 

Time%of%%
retrieval%

Authors%

Date%of%%
publica5on%

Permanent%%
unique%iden5fier%

Version(

Repository%Name%

Software Citation Format 



Simplest Approach 
1.  Describe as much metadata 

as you can in your software 
site 
1.  Document the basic 

metadata discussed earlier 

2.  If  you use a code 
repository, there is some 
basic structure you can 
follow 

  



Ideal Approach 
1.  Use software registry 

•  http://www.ontosoft.org/
portal, csdms.colorado.edu, 
etc. 

•  Guides through questions 
to provide metadata 

2.  Save the metadata as HTML, 
XML,… 

3.  Post the metadata on your code 
site 

 



 

What to Show 
in the Paper 

! Mention that the persistent 
identifier location for your 
software points to its metadata  

! Optionally, include the software 
metadata as supplemental 
material 

!  If  there is a software paper, cite it 



Simplest Approach 
1.  Describe the workflow in text 

•  Data + software + workflow 

•  Specify unique identifiers for data 
and software, versions, credit all 
sources 

2.  Develop a workflow sketch 
•  Capture high-level dataflow across 

components 
3.  For provenance, include a 

summary or an execution 
trace 



Ideal Approach 
1.  Describe the workflow in text 

•  Data + software + workflow 
•  Specify unique identifiers for data and software, 

versions, credit all sources 

2.  Develop a workflow sketch 
•  Capture high-level dataflow across components 

3.  Specify the formal workflow using a 
workflow system, electronic notebook, etc. 
•  Command lines + parameter values 
•  Dataflow across components 

4.  Include the provenance record 
•  If  generating it automatically, preferably using a 

standard (e.g., PROV) 

5.  Publish the workflow and provenance record 
in a publicly accessible repository (eg 
figshare, myExperiment, etc) 

6.  Get a unique persistent identifier for the 
workflow, the provenance, or both 



What to Show 
in the Paper 

! Describe workflow in text and 
provide a workflow sketch 

!  Optionally, provide the formal 
workflow or lab notebook, use a 
persistent identifier, and cite it 

!  Include a summary of  the 
execution traces as 
supplementary material, or use 
a persistent identifier and cite it 

!  Optionally, include instead the 
provenance records using a 
standard like W3C PROV 

cdot:modeler rdf:is-a 
p-plan:activity 

cdot:classifier rdf:is-a 
p-plan:activity 

prov:used 

dom:model 

prov:generatedBy 

prov:used 

dom:trainingData 

dom:classification 

prov:generatedBy 

prov:used 

dom:testData 

prov:used 

dom:classIndex 

prov:used 

# Entities 
 
ex:testData1 a prov:Entity . 
 
ex:model1 a prov:Entity . 
 
ex:classification1 a prov:Entity . 
 
# Activities 
 
ex:Classifier1 a prov:Activity . 
 
# Usage and Generation 
relations between entities 
and activities 
 
ex:Classifier1  
     prov:used ex:testData1 ; 
     prov:used ex:model1 . 
 
ex:classification1      
     prov:wasGeneratedBy  
             ex:Classifier1 . 



[…] We took a quartzite sample (IGSN: GMY00007W) 
from the Stack of  Glencoul in the Moine thrust, 
and cut 3 thin sections.  We measured c-axis 
orientations (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.786887) using a 
petrographic microscope.  We rotated to a common 
reference frame (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887) 
using Duyster’s StereoNett program (doi:10.5281/
zenodo.18954).  We plotted the data on lower 
hemisphere, equal area projections (doi:10.6084/
m9.figshare.798887) using Duyster’s StereoNett 
program (doi:10.5281/zenodo.18966), shown in 
Figure 4.  The provenance is shown in Fig 5.  […] 

Understanding kinematic data from  
the Moine thrust zone (doi:10.1016/j.ess.2009.08.012)  
  

Jade Silverstein (orcid.org/0000-0001-8455-8431)  

SPF authors should publish and cite the initial sample (or initial data), the intermediate 
data, the software, the final results, and the provenance of  each figure or result 

Quartzite sample 
IGSN: GMY00007W 

Petrographic microscope  
measurements 

C-axis orientations 

StereoNett Rotation 
doi:10.5281/zenodo.18954 

Common reference frame 

doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.786887 

doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887 

StereoNett Plotting 
doi:10.5281/zenodo.18966 

Figure 4 plot 
doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887 



https://pixabay.com/en/people-character-faces-real-305836/ 

! Authors have a 
persistent unique 
identifier  
! Use www.orcid.org 

What to Show 
in the Paper 



Author Checklist 
!  For datasets, the paper should 

include one or more citations, 
specifying the authors, the site 
where they are described and can 
be accessed, the repository, and the 
license. 

!  For software, the paper should 
include one or more citations, 
specifying the authors, the site 
where it is described and can be 
accessed, the repository, and the 
license. 

!  For provenance and workflow, the 
paper should include figures and 
traces, and if  available the citations 
mentioning the authors, site to 
access them, the repository, and the 
license. 

!  For authors, there should be a 
unique identifier (e.g., ORCID) 



What You Have Learned Today:  
To Write a Scientific Paper of  the Future  

and also to… 

1.    Get credit for all your research products 

! Citations for software, data, samples, … 

2.    Increase citations of  your papers 

3.    Write impressive Data Management Plans 

4.    Extend your CV with data and software sections 

5.    Reproduce your work from years ago  

6.    Comply with new funder and journal requirements 



Training Goals 

What Training Covers What is Not Covered 

!  Best practices  
!  Many are still being 

developed by the community 

!  Major concepts and goals, 
regardless of  the platform, 
research area, or target journal 

!  Mindful of effort 
!  How to implement best 

practices with simplest 
approach 

! Metadata standards specific 
to particular research areas 

!  Improving software 
development skills 

! Details of  using code 
sharing sites 



Incorporate Best 
Practices Into 
Your Work 

•  Easier to track 
research 
products, report 
to funders, get 
credit, etc. 

•  Making a paper 
into an SPF is 
then very 
straightforward 

 https://www.flickr.com/photos/52375768@N00/260316924 



Author Support 

!  Public mailing list for authors:                
http://mailman.isi.edu/mailman/listinfo/spf-authors 

!  General questions 

!  Approaches and tools used 

!  Best practices in specific disciplines  

!  Public mailing list for 
announcements:                     

       http://mailman.isi.edu/mailman/listinfo/spf-announce 
!  Training sessions 

!  Formation of author groups 

!  Special issues 
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